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This bibliography is an ongoing project of the International Society for Environmental Ethics. It contains all
the bibliographic entries from the Newsletter of the society, volumes 1(1990) - 19(2008), all the articles and
abstracts from the journal Environmental Ethics, volumes 1(1979) - 30(2008), all the articles and abstracts
from the journal Environmental Values, volumes 1(1992) -17(2008), all the articles from the Journal of
Agricultural and Environmental Ethics, volumes 1-21 (1988-2008), all the articles from the journal Ethics and
the Environment 1-13(1996-2008), all the articles from Philosophy and Geography 1-5, no. 1 (1997-spring
2002). The bibliography also contains an index, through 2002, of the journal Ecotheology.

As of 2008, articles from Environmental Ethics, Environmental Values, the Journal of Agricultural and
Environmental Ethics, and Environmental Values can all be obtained online, if your library has subscriptions.

The bibliography is available both in entirety and also divided into eight parts:
A-B
C-D
E-G
H-K
L-N
O-R

S
T-Z
There are over 20,000 references available here.

The bibliography is also accessible on World Wide Web at the address:

http://www.cep.unt.edu/bib/

This is a site at the University of North Texas, which also contains some other information on environmental
ethics, graduate study, and so forth. For the bibliography there is a search engine and the results can be emailed to your local e-mail address. ISEE Newsletters, back issues, can also be obtained through at this site.

The bibliography can also be downloaded from this site in Acrobat PDF format, in the eight files Or, it can be
browsed there, PDF format.

Another way to use it is to search through it and copy out the various entries in which you are interested,
stringing these together into a text of your own on the second screen in your software.

These entries come from various places. The earlier ones from the Newsletter of the International Society for
Environmental Ethics have in parentheses at the end of the entry the volume and issue number from which
they came. For example (v4,#2) comes from volume 4 (1993), issue no. 2 (spring). This information can be
useful when a sometimes now dated comment is made in the entry. This practice has been discontinued in
later years.

All of the articles and abstracts from the journal Environmental Ethics, volumes 1-30 (1979-2008) are

included. These abstracts or listings have an (EE) at the end, and are ordinarily written by the authors
themselves.

Book reviews are often, not always, listed twice, once under the name of the author of the book, again under
the name of the book reviewer.

All of the articles and abstracts from the journal Environmental Values, volumes 1-18 (1992-2008) are listed,
usually with an (EV) at the end, and are ordinarily written by the authors themselves.

All of the articles and abstracts from the journal Ethics and the Environment, volumes 1-18 (1996-2008) are
listed, often with an (E&E) at the end, and are ordinarily written by the authors themselves.

All of the articles and abstracts from the Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics, volumes 1-21
(1988-2008) are listed, often with a (JAEE) at the end. This journal tends to have long abstracts and some are
abbvreviated.

Articles and abstracts from Philosophy and Geography 1-5, no. 1 (1997-spring 2002) are listed, with a (P&G)
at the end.

Simply going to an author's name will locate the principal entries. However, you also may want to search for
an author's name, and this will locate places where the author is not listed as the first author, or has an article
listed in an anthology, entered elsewhere in another bibliographic reference under the editor(s) names. That
will require searching all four parts. If your software searches only for a string of letters, you may need to
search for "John Doe", for John Q. Doe, for "Doe, John," "Doe, J.D.", "J. D. Doe," and so forth, to find these
entries. Such a search will also locate places in abstracts or titles where an author is mentioned or criticized

by other authors.

There are few identified keywords as such in the bibliography (except in some entries from Environmental
Values and from the Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics). However, you can search for words
or phrases with any wordprocessing with a search feature. This will find such words in the title, abstract, or
commentary. Certain words are obvious candidates for a search: "hunting," "biodiversity," "animal rights,"
"endangered species," "wilderness," "Amazon," "pollution," "ecofeminism," "deep ecology." Other topics do
not so readily come to focus in single words or phrases. Since the bibliography contains many United
Kingdom and European entries, you will need to search for English spellings, such as "self-organising" as
well as the American "self-organizing."

Names beginning with de, von, van, O' and so forth are difficult to handle with computer alphabetizing. They
are here rewritten with spaces removed or with hyphens (van Dyke becomes vanDyke), to avoid having the
computer fragment the name. The author's preferred spelling is usually in parentheses later.

Also, diacritical marks are difficult to handle both in various wordprocessing programs and on the web. Our
apologies to those especially in the non-English roman languages, who often make use of diacritical marks.
We make an effort to include them, but they may get stripped out or corrupted.

The Newsletter of the International Society for Environmental Ethics contains from time to time
bibliographies for particular nations. Examples: Norway, Finland, Israel, China, Africa. These entries have
been tagged at the end of each entry: (Norway), (Finland), (Israel), (China), (Africa), and so each of these
entries can be searched out by searching, for example, for (Norway), and so forth.

Author identifications are those given at the time the book or article was written, and, needless to say, these
change. No effort is made to update these identifications. Look at later entries by the same author to see if

institutional affiliations and addresses have changed. Author identifications are repeated with each entry,
anticipating that users of this bibliography will be blocking out particular separate entries for transfer to their
specialized needs and will want this identification.

There are two hard returns at the end of each entry, which amounts to a skipped line, which the alphabetizing
program interprets as a paragraph unit to be alphabetized. Knowing this can be useful in adapting this
bibliography to other bibliographic software programs, or in formulating searches.

There are also some glitches and mistakes. Be patient, call these to our attention and we will gradually get
them out.

On some occasions, an entry does not begin with an author's name, but with the name of a title, a group, a
journal, or other atypical format. These are alphabetized in with the authors. Any initial "The" is moved to
the end of the group, title, or other name. Titles beginning with numbers are put at the beginning of the
alphabetical list.

Anthologies. A list of the leading anthologies in environmental ethics can be found under: Anthologies,
Environmental Ethics. These lists have not been recently updated.

Systematic works. A list of the leading systematic works in environmental ethics can be found under:
Systematic works, Environmental Ethics.

Introductory articles. A list of introductory articles in environmental ethics can be found under: Introductory
articles, Environmental Ethics.
Other bibliographies: (See the longer entries in the bibliography itself.)

Turner, Robin Lanette, and Diana Pei Wu, Environmental Justice and Environmental Racism: An Annotated
Bibliography and General Overview, Focusing on U.S. Literature, 1996-2002. Berkeley, Ca: University of
Califormia, Berkeley, Institute of International Studies, 2002. Available online at:
http://globetrotter.berkeley.edu/EnvirPol/Bib/B07-TurnerWu/pdf
Extensive annotated bibliography, 135 pages.

Davis, Donald Edward, Ecophilosophy: A Field Guide to the Literature. San Pedro, CA: R.& E Miles, 1989.
Some 300 books, also periodicals.

Anglemyer, Mary, and Eleanor R. Seagraves, The Natural Environment: An Annotated Bibliography on
Attitudes and Values. Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1984.

Anglemyer, Mary, Eleanor R. Seagraves, and Catherine C. LeMaistre, A Search for Environmental Ethics: An
Initial Bibliography. Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1980.

Grunert, Suzanne C., Environmental Economics, Sustainable Development, "Green" Marketing, Ecomanagement, and the Like: A highly selective, partly annotated bibliography of research conducted in Europe
and North America since the 70's. Aarhus, Denmark, CeSaM Working Paper No. 5 Especially for European
references likely to be missed in American-based bibliographies. Also available as a database on Macintosh
"Endnote."

Sheldon, Joseph K., Rediscovery of Creation: A Bibliographical Study of the Church's Response to the
Environmental Crisis. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, and The American Theological Library Association,
1992.

Bakken, Peter W., Joan Gibb Engel, and J. Ronald Engel, Ecology, Justice, and Christian Faith: A Critical

Guide to the Literature, 1960-1993. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1995. Part one is "Critical Survey: The
Struggle to Integrate Ecology, Justice, and Christian Faith," a review essay. Part two is a Bibliography
Survey, 1961-1993, arranged in eleven categories with 512 entries, each well annotated. There is an author
index, a title index, and a subject index. An extensive work, the labor of many years, and valuable for its
critical insights.

Environmental Philosophy: A Bibliography. The Centre for Philosophy and Public Affairs, University of St.
Andrews, Scotland, 1990. 75 pages. Key books and articles, a thematic listing of (then) recent work in
environmental ethics, philosophy, and policy.

Durrenberger, Robert W., Environment and Man: A Bibliography. Palo Alto, CA: National Press Books,
1970. 118 pages. Paper. 2,225 entries. An older bibliography now mostly of historical interest.
Durrenberger is at San Fernando Valley State College.

Magel, Charles R., A Bibliography on Animal Rights and Related Matters. Washington, DC: University
Press of America, 1981.

Magel, Charles R., Keyguide to Information Sources in Animal Rights. London: Mansel Pub., 1989.
Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 1989.

Nordquist, Joan, Radical Ecological Theory: A Bibliography. Santa Cruz, CA: Reference and Research
Services (511 Lincoln St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060), 1993. 71 pages. $ 15. ISBN 0-937855-59-6.
Nordquist, Joan, Animal Rights: A Bibliography. Santa Cruz, CA: Reference and Research Services (511
Lincoln St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060), 1993. 71 pages. $ 15. ISBN 0-937855-40-5

Elbers, Joan S., Changing Wilderness Values 1930-1990: An Annotated Bibliography Westport, CT:

Greenwood Press, 1991. 160 pages. $ 45.00. 324 well-annotated entries on the literature and research that
shifted American attitudes toward wilderness.

Palmer, Clare, Environmental Ethics. Santa Barbara, California: ABC-CLIO, 1997 (P. O. Box 1911, Santa
Barbara, CA 93116-1911). Contains a good general bibliography, annotated.

There are, of course, many important references not yet here. This is not a commercial enterprise; it is a labor
of concern and love. Additions are welcome and will be incorporated into the data base. Those that arrive by
e-mail attachment or on disk formatted as here will be given immediate attention; others will take longer.
Keyboarding is time-consuming. Those that arrive on e-mail are essentially a DOS text and can be brought
into wordprocessing rather easily.

Some of the main sources not yet systematically incorporated into this bibliography are:
Environmental Philosophy

(journal published by the International Association for Environmental

Philosophy), a serious omission.
The Trumpeter
Between the Species
Conservation Biology (occasional articles only)

The compiler of the bibliography, from whom the bibliography may be obtained on CD disk is:

Holmes Rolston, III
Department of Philosophy
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, CO 80523

Phone: 1 (country code) 970 491-6315 - office
Fax:

1

970 491-4900 (24 hours)

rolston@lamar.colostate.edu

The easiest, cheapest way is to download the PDF files from the website.

